
English 9c GO British voices date: 

Dear class,  

it won’t be long now until we finally see each other back at school. In the meantime, we continue to 

work on our topic “British voices”. Apart from dealing with British voices on the latest news in the 

United Kingdom, we are focusing on a literary “voice” giving us an insight into multicultural Britain 

now. 

Moreover, from now on I will always ask SOME of you to send their weekly results. The students 
listed below must hand in their results via email (julia.gosselbach@gymga.de) by next Monday (May 
18th). Of course, the others can send their results as well. Please tell me in your email if it is ok with 
you if I publish your name on the solution sheet in case, I choose your homework as a model solution. 
Besides, consider that I can only correct those results sent as a “doc”-/ “odt”-file. Model solutions 
will again be posted to padlet at the beginning of next week. So, check out the website! 
 

https://padlet.com/ligymga/g1bwbzm9jfzt4ydl 

Task A (comprehension) 
 

Tom, Sarah, Lena 

Task B (analysis) Aaron, Nele, Mats 

Task C (creative writing) Michelle, Jolina, Lennis 

EXTRA Whoever likes to share their thoughts       

 

Make also sure you are registered on schul.cloud and kapiert.de! Both websites are important for 

the following weeks.  

You can find the tasks for the next week (May 18th to 20th) below. You do not have to post your results 

on these tasks yet.   

If you have any questions, email me!  

All best and keep smiling       

J. Gosselbach 
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English 9c GO British voices date: 

Tasks for May 18th to 20th 2020 

1) The author Bali Rai wrote a novel called Killing Honour. What do you 

think the novel is about? Write a hypothesis.  

2) Textbook: p. 150 C5 a). Call someone in class and do a “who’s who”. 

Exchange your hypotheses and predictions about the story line of the 

novel via phone as well. Of course, try to constantly talk in English to 

practice your speaking skills. 

3) Textbook: p. 150 C5 b), c), d). For d), use the “wordbank feelings” on 

p. 222 in your textbook or the feeling wheel below for help. Write at 

least 12 sentences. 

4) Learn some new vocab on p. 264 (Asian – prejudice). 

 

The feeling wheel 

 

 

 

 


